doe Wholecloth

Designed by Carolyn Friedlander
www.carolynfriedlander.com

Featuring doe {WIDE} carolyn friedlander

Finished quilt measures: 54" x 68"

Pattern Level: Confident Beginner
“I have basic block construction down and would like to learn a new trick!”

ROBERT KAUFMAN FABRICS
Notes Before You Begin

- Please read through all of the instructions before beginning.
- All of the seam allowances are 1/4” unless otherwise noted.
- Width of fabric (WOF) is equal to at least 42” wide.
- Press all seam allowances open after each seam is sewn, unless otherwise noted.
- Remember to measure twice and cut once!

Fabric A
- Cut one rectangle 54” x 68” (you will be cutting the 108” width in half).

Note: Carefully square panel by folding in half in each direction and using the largest ruler you have to square up each side.
- Prepare backing and batting. Baste together quilt sandwich with backing on bottom (RIGHT side OUT), batting in center, and pieced panel on top (RIGHT side OUT).

- Quilt as desired.

Note: The fun thing about this project is that you have a blank canvas to work from! Use the grid in the fabric as a guide for your design. You can use big stitch hand quilting, hand tying, or machine quilting to express whatever design you have on your mind. See the attached diagrams for ideas.

- Trim layers evenly. Cut 7 strips 2-1/2” x WOF for binding. Sew ends together diagonally and press seams open. Fold binding strip in half WRONG sides TOGETHER and use your favorite binding technique to attach.

Quilting Ideas

Large Grid (hand or machine)

Small Grid (hand or machine)
Hand Tying

Scallops

Feathers

Free Motion Lines and Curls.